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Spectraand Efficiency of Binary Codes Without DC

.

J. N. FRANKLIN AND J. R. PIERCE
Abstract-In digital transmission o f binary (+l, - 1 ) signals it is desirable that the stream o f pulses which constitutes the signal have no dc,
that is, that the power spectrum go to zero at zero frequency. It is desuable that, for a given efficiency or entropy, the spectrum rise slowly
with increasing frequency. We have obtained the spectrum for selected
blocks with equal numbers o f plus ones and minus ones. For a given
efficiency, this is better than the spectrum obtained by Rice, using the
Monte Carlo method,forblockencodingusingpolaritypulses.An
algorithmgiven by Schalwijkshouldallowsimpleencodingintoselected blocks.

Thespectra(hithertounpublished)andtheefficiencies
of
two schemes of encoding which give pulse streams with no dc
are compared, and it is shown that one is superior to the other.
In digital transmission the power spectrum of$he pulse train
can be shaped through the introduction of redundancy.
Usuthe
spectrum
is made
zero
at
some
particular
ally in so doing
frequencyandsmallnearthatfrequency.Frequenciescom0 and N / 2 (the
Nyquist
bandwidth).
Practimonly
chosen
are
cal reasons for doing this include[ 1]

punch a hole anywhere in the spectrum by basing the choice
of polarity pulses on a Fourier analysis.)
In unpublished work, Rice has obtained the power spectrum
analyticallyforarandom
signal streamforablocklength
of 2, and
he
made
Monte
Carlo
calculations
for
block
lengths of 2 , 4 , 6 , 8 and 16. The Monte Carlo points lay about
the correct curve for n = 2, but all the Monte Carlo spectra
wereragged.
We have madeestimatesbyinspectionofthe
fractionoftheNyquistbandatwhichthepowerspectrum
rose to 1/2 of the flat spectrum amplitude for a sequence of
random digits; these will be tabulated later.
Another scheme is block encoding using only selected blocks
which contain equal numbers
of positive and negative pulses.
In this case the efficiency or transmission rate
E , in bits per
digit, is given by
1
n!
E = - log, _____
n

(9)'
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p ( w ) canbefound as the
ensembleaverageforblockschosenrandomlywithequal
probabilities. It is derived in the Appendix and is such that

1) ( f = 0) avoidance of interferencewithaudioandotherFortunately,thepowerspectrum

low-frequency signals;
2) ( f = 0) signals will pass through transformers;
3) (f=0 or N/2).allows transmission of a carrier or timing
wave;
4) ( f = 0 and f = N / 2 ) reduces intersymbol interference due
t o bad phase and gain at band edges.
Another reason sometimes given is that redundancy can allow error detection or correction. From a practical point of
view this seems a dubious advantage in transmission systems in
which repeaters must be cheap and simple. It is more plausible
that error control should be supplied by the user according t o
his needs. Detection of gross format errors as an indication of
faulty operation is of course reasonable.
Happily, it is possible t o use a technique of interfeaving to
make the spectrum zero atN / 2 (or at other fractionsof N ) if it
i s zero at zero [ I ] . Thus, schemes which make the spectrum
0 at f = 0 and low for low frequencies are particularly useful.
Many simpleandcomplicatedschemeshavebeenproposed
[21-[51.
A desirable encoding scheme is one which 1) is simple t o implementand2)
is efficient in reducingthepowerspectrum
over a wide enough frequency range at a small cost in information rate. Thus, in order t o evaluate a scheme we need t o consider its complexity, its information rate, and its spectrum.
Unhappily, it is difficult t o calculate spectra and only a few
simple spectra aregiven in the literature [ 31 .
In the case of binary, (+I ,X 1) transmission, one very simple
schememightbecalledthepolaritypulsemethod.
In this
method, n - 1 messagedigits are sent in a block of
n digits,
either sent as they are.or inverted (multiplied by- 1). Whether
or not thedigits have been inverted is communicated by means
of a polarity pulse in the block, which may, for instance, be
+ I for no inversion and - 1 for an inversion. The polarity pulse
is chosen so as to make the absolute value of the sum of
all
past digits plus those of the block which will be sent as small
as possible [ I ] , [ 61. (The same technique can be extended to
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sin (nccl/2)
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n- 1

HeretheNyquistbandwidthcorrespondsto
o = n. Fig. 1
shows the power spectrum forn = 6.
In comparing this selected block encoding with the encoding
considered earlier, we can ask, as a function of n , what is the
efficiencyandatwhatfractionoftheNyquistbandwidth
(o/.rr)
is (3) equal t o 1 / 2 .
In Table I, n is block length, E is efficiency in bits per digit,
and B is the fraction of the Nyquist bandwidth at which the
power spectrum has risen t o 0.5.
Block lengths have been selected which
give approximately
the same efficiency. We see that the selected block method requires larger block lengths for a
given efficiency but gives a
broader band in which the frequency spectrum
is low. However, as the block length and efficiency go up, the relative performance of polarity pulse encoding improves.
I t is easy t o see why the spectrum of the polarity pulse
signal is inferior at small block lengths by considering the case of
a block length n = 2. For selected blocks,
1++I,-l

-1 +-l,+l.
Each code has the same favorable power spectrum,
power spectrum is

2n~
sin2(w/2).
( w=)2

so the
(4)

In polarity pulse encoding,
1++1,+1

o r- 1 , - 1

-1 +-l,+l or +1,-1.

The patterns + I , - 1 ,and - 1, +1 give the same favorable component of spectrum as before,, but the patterns+1, + I and - 1,
- 1, which must occur in equal numbers, give an inferior component to the spectrum.
Polarity pulse encoding and decoding
is very simple and a
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TABLE I
Polarity Pulse

Selected Blocks

E

n
2
8
14

22
50

n=6

B

0.5000.109
0.766
0.839
0.883
0.937

The power spectrum
last integrand:

B

6

0.058

0.500
0.750

0.04 1
0.03 1
0.01416

0.833
0.875
0.937

0.333

0.1022
0.0603
0.0391
-0.0175

is defined as the expected value

n

2

4
6
8

of the

0
0

.

4

2

6

8

1

0

W/"

Fig. 1 .

high efficiency can be attained with a moderate block length,
but the spectrum is inferior t o selected block encoding.
Selectedblockencoding
gives themaximuminformation
rate(assumingthat
all blocksarechosenrandomlywiththe
sameprobability)fortheblocklengthandthespectrum
specified by ( 3 ) . It is not maxentropic in Slepian's sense [ 7 ] ,
becauseagreaterefficiencymightbeattainedforthesame
spectrum and a longer block. It should be noted that
Slepian's
mathematical arguments do not apply because the probabilities
of blocks with unequal numbers of plus ones and minus ones
are zero.
Fortunately,asimplealgorithm
given bySchalwijk [8] allowstheassignmentofuniquenumbers
t o blocks of equal
weight. By usingthisalgorithmitshouldbepossible
togo
from binary t o selected blocks and back to binary with digital
circuits of moderate complexity.
APPENDIX

<

>

where -n w < T . I f 101
T , we have P(w) 5 0.
In the expectation (7) we must evaluate the autocorrelations
k = 1, wehave xk =
andhence E ( x i ) = 1.If
E(xkk1).If
k = 1, wehave xk = f l , and hence E(xi) = 1. If k # I , we
have
E(xkxI) = Pr(xkxl = 1) - Pr(xkx)= - 1)
= 2PT(XkX) = 1) - 1

Half of the numbers x
. . . , x,are + 1 , and halfare - 1. If
= +1, ( n / 2 ) - 1 of theremaining n - 1numbersare + 1 .
Hence, the probability that x) equals +1,given that xk = +1, is
the quotient

xk

n- 2

I

n- 1

Similarly, this quotient equals the probability that x)
given that xk = - 1 . In summary, if k # 1,

Each signal has the form

where every

1,
m

Xk

Pr(Xk = x ) ) =-

c

sinn(t- k )
n(t - k )

xk

k= 1

-- 1
2

n- 1

.

- 1

sinT(t - k ) sinn(t - I )
T(t-

(10)

1)

dt ={

il

:;L

The definition (7) of P(w) implies
n

n

2TP(W) =

E(XkXl)ei(k-l)w
k = l 1=1

we have the total power

lI

(9 1

Then, (8) implies, if k # 1,

= + I and where z x k = 0. Since

n(t - k )

= - 1,

n

SPECTRUM O F THE SIGNALS

x(t) =

(8)

= 2Pr(xk = X)) - 1.

Separating the terms withk = I , we find
x 2 ( t ) dt = n .

Using the Fourier transform, we find

and Plancherel's theorem states

Now ( 10) implies
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But

transmission line eo consisting of both the high-amplitude outgoingsignal and the low amplitude incoming signal; and the
signal at the receiver terminals e, consisting ideally only of the
incoming signal.

n
sin -0
1
2
-I

1

sin

T1 o

Therefore,

(1;
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APPROACH
11. SIMPLIFIED

The transmission line
is, of course, a distributed-parameter
load.Severallumped-parameterapproximationsweremechanized in early trials. Surprisingly, however, a :suitable line-load
model is a simple first-order parallel RC network. This permits
thesystemblockdiagram
t o bereduced to the simple configuration illustrated in Fig. 3.
Theparameteradjustmentservomaybemechanizedby
demodulating e, with respect to et and etp in order to determine the instantaneous errors, then integrating these signals to
set the phase-shift gain K1 and the signal-amplitude gain K 3 as
shown in Fig. 4.
The signal provided by the transmitter et
is operated on by
two gainsK1and
K2(thefirst
of whichalsocontainsa
differentiator),whichinturnfeedalinedriver
of gain K3
whose unloaded output is
ED=E~K~(KI~+K~),

(1)

where capital letters are used to designate the Laplace transform of those time variables designated by lower-case letters.
The signal at the telephone line terminals is
eo = eo,

+ e,..

The signal that is supplied by the transmitter to the telephoneline load (whose assumed admittance is YL = sCL + 1/RL) is
RL
=ED R0RLCLs

+ R~ + RL

.An Adaptive Electronic Hybrid Transformer

STANLEY A. WHITE
Abstruct-A hybrid transformer is used to couple simultaneously both
a transmitter and a receiver to the same end of a telephone line with
minimum crosstalk. Under ideal circumstances the transformer provides
a cancellation signal at the input terminals of the
receiver to exactly The signal at the outputof the receiver amplifier is
cancel the signal induced by the local transmitter. This paper describes
e, = eot - e t + eL,
(3)
a simple electronic device that closely behaves as a hybrid transformer
operating under ideal conditions. Rejection on dial-up lines is between
where eL is the incoming signal on the phone line.
We would
50-80 dB. Adaption time is on the order of
50 ms.
like to make eot = e t so that e, = eL. In order to mechanize

I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of a hybrid transformer in a data modem
is t o
provide some degree of isolation between the signals that are
simultaneously transmitted and received over a two-wire line.
Thetransformersaredesigned
t o workwithanomina1,line
impedance, which limits the effectiveness of the transformer.
This paper presents a self-balancing electronic configuration t o
equalizetheeffects
of the varyingloadimpedancethatthe
transmission line presents to the modem.
A partial block diagram of the device is shown in Fig. 1. In
Fig. 2 areillustratedthewaveformfromthetransmittere,;
that same signal phase shifted etp; the signal as seen on the
Paper approved by the Data Communications Committee of the IEEE
CommunicationsSocietyforpublicationwithoutoralpresentation.
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this, the signale, is monitored by a parameter adjustment servo
t o accomplish two tasks.
1) The first task is to phase shift the signal e, such that the
transmitted signal eot is in phase with e,. In other words, the
phase lead of the signal eD offsets the lagging effect caused by
the line-load impedance.
2) The second task is t o adjust the gain of the transmitted
signal such that the amplitude of the transmitted signal eot is
thesameastheamplitude
of thetransmitterinputtothe
hybrid et.
Inotherwords,theoutput
signal is sampledandphase
detected using the output of the quadrature channel amplifier
as a reference, The resulting error signal is fed back t o adjust
the gain of K l t o force the numerator and denominator time
constants of (2) t o be equal. The output voltage is then

.

